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A transient one-dimensional model, including the description of the chief chemical and physical
mechanisms of the thermo-oxidative decomposition of poly(methyl methacrylate)/carbon nanotube
composite and the parent polymer, combined with the critical mass ﬂux criterion, quantitatively predicts
the ignition times measured in a cone calorimeter. At low heat ﬂuxes, the ignition times are longer for
the composite, owing to the ﬂame retardancy action of the carbon nanotubes resulting in the formation
of a surface charred barrier, prior the attainment of sufﬁciently high rates of volatile release. Instead, at
high heat ﬂuxes, surface (versus in depth) absorption of the thermal radiation locally enhances the
decomposition rate leading to shorter ignition times for the composite. Of paramount importance for the
quantitative prediction of the ignition time is not only the empirical criterion (critical surface temperature or volatile mass ﬂux) but also accurate kinetics taking into account the polymer properties, in
particular the polymerization degree, and the presence of oxygen during the initial transient stage.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The dispersion of nanoparticles of different nature within a
polymeric matrix leads to improved ﬁre retardancy performances
of composite materials [1e4]. The analysis of a huge amount of
experimental data, also with the aid of mathematical modeling
[5e10], demonstrates that the formation of a thermally insulating
layer at the heat-exposed surface of the specimen highly protects
the virgin material underneath, in this way delaying the devolatilization reactions. It is possible that the formation of a charred
superﬁcial layer also affects the mass transfer processes, such as the
escape of bubbles in the polymer melt [8].
In accordance with the data produced from cone calorimetry
tests [11], ﬂame retardancy of polymer nanocomposites usually
causes a drastic reduction in the peak of the heat release rate and
the average mass loss rate. However these positive features are
associated with a rather low impact on the ignitability [12,13], often
with a reduction in the ignition times (see, for instance [14e22]).
Different explanations have been given for this undesired result
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which include modiﬁcations in the medium thermal properties
(surface absorption and/or effective thermal conductivity)
[17,19,23,24] or thermal degradation of the additive [15,25] and
modiﬁcations in the thermal degradation pathways [22,26e29].
Although the mechanism responsible for the acceleration in the
ignition of nanocomposites can be material speciﬁc, it is evident
that there is not sufﬁcient experimental data to reach a consensus
about this issue. Moreover, from the theoretical point of view, only
a qualitative analysis, essentially using the heat conduction equation for thermoplastic polyurethane and polyamide-6 [23], is
available. It is speculated that the effective thermal conductivity of
the nanocomposite and the parent polymer are functions of the
temperature. Though at low temperatures the nanocomposite exhibits higher thermal conductivity subsequently, due to the
changes in the rheological behavior, that of the polymer becomes
higher. Thus, given the same ignition temperature, the nanocomposite ignites ﬁrst. However, it is understandable that, given
the highly simpliﬁed model, this conclusion cannot be considered
of general validity and further investigation is also needed from the
theoretical side.
Detailed modeling of the solid phase processes of nanocomposites and the parent polymer could indeed represent a
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powerful tool to ascertain the mechanisms responsible for ﬂame
retardancy as shown by the comprehensive solid-phase model
[9,10] recently developed for the degradation of thermoplastic
polymer/carbon nanotube composites and the parent polymers.
The model was experimentally validated against temporal proﬁles
of the mass loss rates for a conﬁguration mimicking cone calorimeter heating under an inert environment and exploited to understand the role of the chemical and physical processes. By
coupling with an adequate empirical criterion, the transport model
can also be extended to simulate nanocomposite ignition whose
controlling mechanisms, as already pointed out above, are unknown. This approach is used in this study in combination with
experimental investigation, stressing that none of the other
comprehensive models available in the literature has ever been
adapted/applied to investigate the ignitability properties of thermoplastic polymer nanocomposites.
In this study thermogravimetric curves are measured, at variable heating rates, of a high-molecular weight poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) sample, for both inert and oxidative
environment, and applied for the development of multi-step
mechanisms including the estimation of the kinetic parameters.
Then the comprehensive transport model of the degradation of
poly(methyl methacrylate)/carbon nanotube (PMMA/CNTs) composites and PMMA, previously developed [9,10] but extended to
include the multistep kinetics, is applied to predict the ignition
times for the two materials using the criterion based on the
attainment of either a critical surface temperature or a critical mass
ﬂux. Both criteria are examined owing to their possible inﬂuences
on the determination of the controlling mechanism. Experimental
validation is made using the measured ignition times in a cone
calorimeter for irradiances in the range 15e75 kW/m2. A parametric analysis (inﬂuences of the critical surface temperature/mass
ﬂux values, thermal versus thermo-oxidative decomposition, lowand high-molecular weight polymer) is also carried out. Finally the
simulations are analyzed to shed light on the role of carbon
nanotubes on PMMA ignition.
2. Experimental details
In order to carry out the experimental validation of the model,
experimental activities have been undertaken for PMMA and the
PMMA/CNTs nanocomposite. PMMA in powder (code M0088, CAS:
9011-14-7 Lot: QNS4G) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industries (TCI) CO. Ltd. Japan. Multi-wall carbon nanotubes
(Nanocyl™ NC 7000, Nanocyl) were used as ﬂame retardant ﬁllers.
Pure polymer and composite were processed on a twin counter
rotating internal mixer connected to a control unit (Rheomix 600
and PolyLab QC, respectively, Haake, Germany). Before mixing, the
materials were previously dried in vacuum oven for 24 h at 333 K.
The temperature proﬁle used during the extrusion was 493/513/
503 K in the respective feeding/mixing/matrix zones with rotation
of 45e50 rpm. The selected extrusion conditions were in the range
of the optimal ones previously determined [30] by electron microscopy for the dispersion of CNTs into the PMMA matrix, minimizing the aggregate size. Good dispersion was generally achieved
for CNTs loadings between 0.1 and 10 wt% with the best dispersions
at the lower loading levels, such as that applied in this study.
Moreover no nanotube damage (tube breakage or alterations in the
surface morphology) was observed. The extruded materials were
cooled in water and subsequently reduced to granules with the aid
of a pellettizzator. Carbon nanotubes were added in the proportion
of 1 wt% to PMMA. After extrusion, pure polymer and composite
were compression molded at 513 K and 50 bar into 15 mm-thick
slabs by a hot press (P300P, Collin, Germany).
Experiments were made, by means of a thermogravimetric
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system, for pure PMMA, aimed at the analysis of the thermal and
thermo-oxidative kinetics, and a cone calorimeter for both pure
PMMA and PMMA/CNTs slabs, focused at the evaluation of the
ignition times. Thermogravimetric curves were measured using the
commercial system Mettler TGA/1, with a pulverized sample mass
of 5 mg heated under a ﬂow of 50 ml/min, using heating rates of 2.5,
5 and 10 K/min up to 800 K, both in air and nitrogen. It was
observed that a kinetic regime, required for the determination of
intrinsic kinetics, is certainly established for heating rates below
15 K/min and sample mass up to 5 mg. In general, for this regime, it
is necessary to measure weight loss curves in the absence of heat
and mass transfer limitations, that is, the sample temperature must
coincide with the heating temperature and the oxygen concentration (this only for thermo-oxidative kinetics) across the sample
should be the same as the that at the sample surface (no spatial
gradients and negligible differences between the sample conditions
and those of the surrounding environment). From the practical
point of view, such conditions are accomplished by lowering the
heating rate and the sample mass (thickness) until no change is
seen in the measured mass fraction and devolatilization rate
curves. The DSC1 STAR system Mettler was used for the evaluation
of the global decomposition heat using a sample mass of 5.5 mg
heated at 10 K/min up to 800 K. The combustion tests were carried
out by the Oxygen Consumption Calorimeter (Cone Calorimeter)
following the ISO 5660 procedure (horizontal conﬁguration).
Specimens of 100  100 mm2 and thickness of 15 mm were
employed for cone irradiance levels of 15, 20, 25, 35, 50 and 75 kW/
m2. The ignition time was evaluated as in Hopkins (1995) [31], that
is, as “the time at which a continuous ﬂame is supported on the
material surface”, independently from the appearance of prior
ﬂashing events.
3. Thermal and thermo-oxidative decomposition kinetics
The decomposition kinetics of PMMA depends on the polymerization process and the molecular weight/polymerization degree [32]. The reaction environment, either inert or oxidative, also
affects the decomposition of polymeric materials [20]. The thermogravimetric curves measured for the PMMA sample (Fig. 1,
heating rate 5 K/min) conﬁrm the important role of oxidative
versus thermal degradation with results that are in agreement with
those reported in Ref. [33]. Oxygen increases the polymer stability
at low temperatures and enhances random scission at high temperatures. In fact, compared with the inert atmosphere, the devolatilization rates are initially (temperatures below 500 K) lower but
successively they become higher with the absolute peak rate

Fig. 1. Thermogravimetric curves for the mass fraction, Y, and mass loss rate, -dY/dt,
versus temperature for the PMMA sample of this study in air and nitrogen and the
PMMA samples discussed in the studies of Ref. [9] and Ref. [35] in nitrogen (heating
rate 5 K/min).
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positioned at about 525 K versus 626 K. Moreover quite complicated dynamics appear, representative of a multi-step devolatilization process, with peaks/shoulders again affected by the reaction
environment.
It is worth recalling that PMMA decomposition has been
extensively modeled by means of a single-step reaction. Examples
are the kinetic evaluations reported in Ref. [9] for PMMA with a
molecular weight of 100000 g/mol (the curves for a heating rate of
5 K/min are included in Fig. 1 for comparison) and Ref. [34]. The
molecular weight of the PMMA sample of this study is not made
available from the producer but it can be reasonably speculated
that it is much higher, presumably by an order of magnitude, with
respect to that of the single-step sample. Indeed, by way of
example, Fig. 1 also reports the thermogravimetric curves, in nitrogen, for a PMMA sample with a molecular weight of 996,000 g/
mol [35], showing a multi-step devolatilization process similar to
that of the TCI sample of this study. Moreover, it is plausible that not
only the molecular weight is approximately the same but also the
polymer is obtained by free radical synthesis and thermal decomposition occurs according to the same mechanism reviewed in
Ref. [35]. In particular, the ﬁrst peak rate, around 425 K, is attributed
[36] to the ﬁrst reaction step initiated by radical transfer to unsaturated chain ends.
The intrusion of heat/mass transfer effects in thermogravimetric
analysis is favored when the PMMA/CNTs sample is considered,
owing to the possible formation of a surface barrier. In principle,
this only modiﬁes the heat/mass transfer rates and not the polymer
decomposition kinetics, given that it acts through physical (not
chemical) mechanisms to cause ﬁre retardancy. However, though
the conditions for the attainment of a chemical regime become
more stringent, it has been found (for instance, Refs. [37,38]) that
CNTs do not affect the thermal stability of the polymer. Therefore
thermogravimetric curves have been measured only for pure
PMMA and the related kinetic parameters are assumed to remain
invariant for the corresponding composite.
The kinetic model proposed in this study is based on the evaluation of the thermogravimetric curves measured at different
heating rates (2.5, 5 and 10 K/min). Following the approach
extensively applied for the devolatilization of condensed-phase
fuels [39e44], it is assumed that volatile fractions are released
according to a set of parallel reactions for the lumped components.
More speciﬁcally, a set of four parallel reactions gives good predictions of the thermogravimetric curves with parameters that
depend on the reaction environment (kinetics B1 for oxidative
degradation and kinetics B2 for thermal degradation). The reaction
rates present an Arrhenius dependence on the temperature and a
power-law dependence on the condensed-phase mass fraction. The
component dynamics are described by four ordinary differential
equations written for the mass fractions, Yi, of the reacting
polymer:



d
E
Yi ¼ Ai exp  i Yini ;
dt
RT

Yi ð0Þ ¼ ni ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4

Table 1
Parameters (activation energy, E, pre-exponential factor, A, reaction order, n, stoichiometric coefﬁcient) for the four-step kinetic model developed to describe PMMA
decomposition in air (mechanism B1) or nitrogen (mechanism B2) and deviations
between measurements and predictions for the integral (%devTG) and differential (%
devDTG) thermogravimetric curves.
Parameter

Air (B1)

E1 [kJ/mol]
A1 [s1]
n1

118.0
1.3  1012
1.40
0.02
290.0
6.0  1027
2.65
0.32
149.4
1.3  1012
1.20
0.23
175.4
6.0  1013
2.10
0.43
0.6
2.1

n1

E2 [kJ/mol]
A2 [s1]
n2

n2

E3 [kJ/mol]
A3 [s1]
n3

n3

E4 [kJ/mol]
A4 [s1]
n4

n4

%devTG
%devDTG

N2 (B2)

0.07
112.2
8.2  108
0.97
0.14
1.0  1013
1.12
0.13
2.2  1012
1.25
0.66
1.0
1.6

examples of the component dynamics and a comparison between
predictions and measurements can be made through Fig. 2 and
Fig.3AeB, respectively.
The parameters of the ﬁrst reaction step are invariant with the
atmosphere apart from the higher amount of volatiles released in
the presence of nitrogen (7 versus 2 wt%). Instead, the second step
requires different parameters. In particular, the activation energy is
rather high for the oxidative decomposition (290 versus 112 kJ/mol)
which describes the release of signiﬁcant amounts of volatiles (32
versus 14 wt%), corresponding to the peak rate. The third and fourth
stage are well described by the same activation energies (149 and
175 kJ/mol) for the two reaction environments with the differences
taken into account by variations on the remaining parameters. It is
worth noticing that, for the oxidative decomposition, more than
half of the polymer mass is lost during the second and third reaction step whereas, for thermal degradation, the largest amount of
mass is lost during the fourth step (66 wt%) in correspondence of
the maximum rate.
The differences in the decomposition kinetics (and devolatilization characteristics) originated by the reaction environment are

(1)

where the temperature, T, is a known function of time.
The kinetic parameters Ai (pre-exponential factors), Ei (activation energies), ni (reaction orders), ni (stoichiometric coefﬁcients,
that is, the total mass fractions of volatiles released from each reaction step) are numerically estimated considering simultaneously
both TG and DTG data for the various heating rates, following the
method already described [39] and based on simultaneous
nonlinear regression of the curves. The estimated parameters are
practically invariant with the heating rate. Finally deviations between measurements and predictions, devTG and devDTG, are
deﬁned as in Ref. [39]. The estimated data are listed in Table 1 and

Fig. 2. Comparison between the measured (symbols) and the simulated (solid lined)
mass fraction and rate of mass loss for PMMA with heating rate of 5 K/min in air
(mechanism B1) and nitrogen (mechanism B2). Thin lines with various styles denote
the predicted evolution of the rates of mass loss for the various reaction zones based
on the kinetic parameters listed in Table 1.
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Fig.3AeB. Comparison between measured (symbols) and simulated (solid lines)
thermogravimetric curves for the decomposition of PMMA at various heating rates, h,
in air (mechanism B1, A) and nitrogen (mechanism B2, B) based on the kinetic parameters listed in Table 1.

so high that it is expected that, once incorporated in a transport
model, quantitative predictions will be highly affected. In reality
while, during steady burning, the presence of the ﬂame hinders the
diffusion of oxygen to solid surface, during the pre-ignition period
the solid decomposition takes place in an oxidative environment
[20]. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the oxidative decomposition kinetics (model B1) for ascertaining the predictive capabilities of the transport model described below, though the physical
transport of oxygen from the gas to the condensed phase is anyway
neglected. On the other hand, for the post-ignition stage, not
simulated in this study, the application of thermal decomposition
kinetics (model B2) would be more appropriate. For comparison
purposes, incorporation in the transport model of the thermal
degradation kinetics B2 is also considered. Moreover, given its
extensive use in previous literature, again for a sake of completeness, the usual single-step ﬁrst-order thermal degradation reaction
valid for low molecular weight PMMA, with the parameters estimated in Ref. [9] (activation energy 188 kJ/mol, pre-exponential
factor of 1.32  1013 s1), is also given space.
Finally, the global reaction heat has also been evaluated (a
sample mass 5.5 mg heated at 10 K/min up 800 K) leading to
endothermic values of 880 J/g (air) or 875 J/g (nitrogen) which are
practically coincident with the value of 870 J/g used in previous
simulations [9,10].

4. Transport model
The one-dimension unsteady model for the thermal degradation of PMMA and PMMA/CNTs is that already presented [9,10] and
makes use of the following assumptions:
- the polymer melting enthalpy is negligible,
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- the speciﬁc heat and the thermal conductivity of both the
composite and the parent polymer are temperature dependent,
- the polymer density is constant but the volume varies during
the reaction,
- there is local thermal equilibrium among the phases,
- the thermal properties of the composite are modiﬁed by the
dispersion of nanotubes,
- the effective thermal conductivity and the speciﬁc heat of the
composite are modeled according to the geometric mean and
the mixture rule, respectively,
- the composite thickness shrinks during the reaction process up
to a maximum factor of 0.37 [37],
- upon reaction, the composite gives rise to a surface charred
network consisting of tangled and stacked carbon nanotubes
whose thermal conductivity is modeled by means of the Effective Medium Theory (EMT) equation,
- the thermal conductivity of the CNT bundles, formed upon reaction, is different from that of the CNTs in the virgin
nanocomposite,
- the global thermal conductivity makes use of a parallel conﬁguration for the nanocomposite and the charred superﬁcial layer
with contributions weighed on the basis of the polymer conversion, also including the radiative contribution,
- the convective transport of volatiles (validity of the ideal gas
law) does not encounter any ﬂow resistance and the pressure
remains constant,
- the cone irradiance is absorbed in depth by the polymer (Beer
law) and at the surface by the composite,
- the bottom surface of the sample is assumed to be adiabatic
whereas the top surface is subject to convective heat transfer,
with the global coefﬁcient for the latter evaluated for a slab
under natural convection [45] and corrected [46] to take into
account the blowing effects associated with volatile product
release,
- surface re-radiation is taken into account.
The solid phase model, after incorporations of the kinetic
mechanisms B1 or B2 or the single step decomposition reaction as
in Refs. [9,10], is coupled with the empirical ignition criteria based
on the attainment of a critical surface temperature, Tc, or a critical
volatile mass ﬂux, mc [47].
5. Results
In the ﬁrst place, the model is applied for an extensive parametric analysis applying the multi-step thermo-oxidative kinetics
(kinetics B1), aimed at clarifying the role of model assumptions
(essentially the empirical ignition criteria) and parameters (intensity of the external heat ﬂux, Q0, and coefﬁcient for the in-depth
absorption of radiation for the neat polymer, bs) on the predictions.
A comparison is also proposed between the thermo-oxidative
decomposition kinetics (kinetics B1) and the thermal decomposition kinetics for a high- or a low-molecular weight polymer (kinetics B2 or the single step global reaction). Then, the experimental
validation of the model is carried out using the thermo-oxidative
kinetics (kinetics B1). In addition to the decomposition kinetics
and reaction heat discussed above, other input data include the indepth radiation absorption coefﬁcient (1870m1 [48]), the polymer
and nanocomposite emissivity (0.86 and 0.93 [49]), the carbon
nanotube speciﬁc heat (3500 J/kgK [50]), the carbon nanotube
density (1000 kg/m3 [51]), the thermal conductivity of single carbon nanotubes and bundles on carbon nanotubes (3000 W/mK and
20 W/mK [52]) and the pore diameter (140 mm [9]). The sample
density, 1100 kg/m3, and thickness, 15 mm, and the carbon nanotube content of the composite, 1 wt%, are the same as those of the
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cone calorimeter experiments. Computations have been made for a
maximum grid size of 0.075 mm which provides grid-independent
predictions and is almost one order of magnitude smaller that the
attenuation distance (this grid size is also shorter for the attenuation distances of other literature absorption coefﬁcients examined
in the following).
5.1. Parametric analysis
Simulations of the mathematical model are made by varying the
intensity of the cone irradiance in the range 15e100 kW/m2 for
slabs of the composite and the parent polymer (thermo-oxidative
kinetics B1). The ignition times are predicted using the criteria
based either on the critical surface temperature or the critical
volatile mass ﬂux. More speciﬁcally the upper and lower boundary
of the ranges of values reported for PMMA [47] are considered:
553e593 K for the former and 1.82e4.5 g/m2s for the latter, given
that these parameters are dependent on the heating conditions
and, most likely, on the speciﬁc properties of the polymer. Moreover, given the important role played by the in-depth radiation
absorption coefﬁcient for PMMA, the values reported in the literature for this parameter are also used for comparative simulations.
Fig. 4 reports the ignition times versus the cone irradiance, Q0,
for the composite and the parent polymer, as predicted with the
two ignition criteria and the minimum and the maximum of the
corresponding critical variables. In reality, the inverse of the square
root of the ignition time is considered which, according to simpliﬁed analytical models [53], produces a straight line when the solid
behaves as thermally thick (instead a straight line is produced by
the inverse of the ignition time for a thermally thin sample [54]). A
linear dependence is also shown by the predictions of this study
unless very low irradiances (below 30 kW/m2) are considered.
Indeed, the thermal behavior, apart from the chemico-physical
properties, depends on both the sample thickness and the heat
ﬂux intensity. As expected, in all cases, the ignition time becomes
successively shorter as Q0 is increased (obviously the lower
boundary values of the ignition criteria result in a more rapid
ignition) and the predicted value is signiﬁcantly affected by the
ignition criterion.
The PMMA ignition time is always longer when evaluated according to the Tc criterion, mainly at low heat ﬂuxes. For the range
of heat ﬂuxes considered, it varies approximately in the ranges 95511s (Tc ¼ 553 K), 2390-19s (Tc ¼ 593 K), 201-5s (mc ¼ 1.82 g/m2s)
and 563-6s (mc ¼ 4.5 g/m2s), with reduction factors around 84 and
127 (Tc) or 39 and 93 (mc) as Q0 is increased. Thus the reduction

Fig. 4. Ignition times, tig, versus the cone irradiance, Q0, for PMMA, and the PMMA/
CNTs composite evaluated according to the critical surface temperature, Tc, or the
critical mass ﬂux, mc, criterion.

factors on dependence of Q0 are higher for the upper limits of the
ignition criteria, especially for the critical surface temperature.
Again, for the entire range of external heating conditions, the
composite ignition time is always longer for the Tc criterion except
for very low irradiances (below 20 kW/m2) and the upper limit of
mc, when ignition does not occur at all. It approximately varies in
the ranges 444-4s (Tc ¼ 553 K), 931-6s (Tc ¼ 593 K), 225-2.5s
(mc ¼ 1.82 g/m2s) and 234-3s (mc ¼ 4.5 g/m2s and Q0 above 20 kW/
m2). The reduction factors on dependence of Q0 are around 121 and
149 for the Tc criterion, which are higher than those of the parent
polymer, a consequence of a direct link between surface temperature and external heat ﬂux resulting from the absence of in-depth
absorption of the radiation. Instead, for the mc criterion, the
reduction factors are 90 and 84 where the latter holds for
Q0 > 20 kW/m2 (versus 39 and 23 for the parent polymer, given the
same Q0 range), as lower values do not give rise to ignition. It is
understandable that, given relatively high mc, degradation is not
limited to a surface layer but also extends to a portion of the underlying sample. Thus the heat conduction mechanism is comparatively more important for the composite with respect to the
polymer which also proﬁts from in-depth absorption of radiation.
The thickness of the thermal layer, Lp, deﬁned as the distance of
the surface from the location where the temperature attains the
value of 330 K, and reported versus the intensity of the cone irradiance in Fig. 5, conﬁrms the above speculation. For the mc criterion
and both the polymer and the composite, Lp shows continuously
decreasing values as Q0 is increased. The same trend is also
reproduced by the lower limit of Tc for the composite. For these
conditions ignition occurs when the sample thickness is practically
still coincident with the initial value (negligible sample consumption) though, as noticed above, the size of the degrading zone tends
to become successively thicker as Q0 is decreased. Moreover, for the
Tc criterion, it may occur that signiﬁcant sample consumption has
already taken place at the ignition time, whose achievement is
favored by the adiabatic sample bottom condition. This is the case
for the pure polymer and Q0 below 20 kW/m2 (Tc ¼ 553 K) or
35 kW/m2 (Tc ¼ 593 K) and the composite for Q0 below 20 kW/m2
(Tc ¼ 593 K). Also, the thickness of the thermal layer (and the size of
the reaction zone) at ignition is always larger for the polymer as
long as surface regression is negligible.
The results, plotted in Figs. 4e5, suggest new insights in relation
to the role of nanoparticles for the ignitability of composite materials. In fact, the action of carbon nanotubes appears to be affected
by the ignition criterion, in the ﬁrst place, and the cone irradiance.
When the deﬁnition of ignition is based on the surface

Fig. 5. Thickness of the thermal layer, at the ignition time as evaluated for PMMA and
the PMMA/CNTs composite according to the critical surface temperature and mass ﬂux
criteria, versus the external heat ﬂux.
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temperature, nanocomposite always ignites ﬁrst. Instead, the
composite requires longer ignition times, based on the volatile
product rates, for low external heat ﬂuxes (up to 17.5 and 27.5 kW/
m2 for the lower and upper value of mc) and then ignition becomes
again more favored. These ﬁndings can be explained taking into
account that, for very mild external heating conditions, the ignition
times are attained at times so long that, following the thermooxidative degradation of the composite, a surface charred barrier
is formed performing the usual ﬂame retardancy action. However,
as the external heating conditions become more severe, the
mechanism of surface absorption of the thermal radiation locally
enhances the decomposition rate leading to shorter ignition times
with respect to the in-depth absorbing polymer.
In reality, owing to the central role of sample heating, which also
directly inﬂuences the degradation rate, the in-depth radiation
absorption coefﬁcient can also, in its turn, be determinant for the
ignition performances of the composite versus the parent polymer,
thus this aspect is further examined. A rather wide range of coefﬁcients for the in-depth absorption of radiation, bs, for PMMA is
reported by previous literature, in addition to the value selected
here (1870m1 [48]): 10000 m1 [55,56], 2700 m1 [34], 150 m1
[57]. To clarify this issue, the ignition times are again evaluated
from simulations carried out by varying the external heat ﬂux and
bs according to the values listed above (thermo-oxidative kinetics
B1). Figs. 6e8 report the ignition times versus Q0, as predicted for
the composite and the PMMA samples with the above range of bs
values using the two criteria. The qualitative trend of the predicted
ignition times versus Q0 is the same as already discussed for the
reference value of bs. More speciﬁcally, according to the critical
surface temperature criterion, the composite always ignites ﬁrst
while an inversion (in some case with no ignition at all) is observed
for low external heat ﬂuxes (values dependent on bs) when the
critical mass ﬂux criterion is applied. From the quantitative point of
view, the PMMA ignition times tend to approach those of the
composite as bs is progressively increased, that is, as the in-depth
dispersion of the cone heat ﬂux becomes less effective though
ignition, deﬁned according to the critical surface temperature, is
always facilitated for the composite. In fact the corresponding
temporal proﬁles of the surface temperature (Fig. 9AeB) conﬁrm
that the heating rate of the composite surface is always faster than
that of the parent polymer independently from bs and Q0. The
differences obviously tend to reduce as bs is increased.
The temporal proﬁles of the mass ﬂux for the polymer (various
bs) and the composite, compared with the limit values of the
ignition criterion in Fig. 10AeC, clearly show the reduced
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Fig. 7. Ignition times, tig, versus the cone irradiance, Q0, for PMMA (bs ¼ 2700 m1),
and the PMMA/CNTs composite evaluated according to the critical surface temperature, Tc, or the critical mass ﬂux, mc, criterion.

Fig. 8. Ignition times, tig, versus the cone irradiance, Q0, for PMMA (bs ¼ 10000 m1),
and the PMMA/CNTs composite evaluated according to the critical surface temperature, Tc, or the critical mass ﬂux, mc, criterion.

ignitability of the latter, for low external heat ﬂuxes over the higher
value range of bs. More speciﬁcally the increase in the ignition delay
time of the composite is preserved for successively higher Q0 as bs
assumes successively higher values, that is, as the ability of the pure
polymer to hold heat at the surface is enhanced. For the ranges of bs
examined and the lower mc limit, the Q0 value for the inversion
increases from about 15 to 70 kW/m2. For the upper limit of mc, a
highly in-depth absorbing polymer (bs ¼ 150 m1) is always more
resistant to ignition unless the external heat ﬂux is so low (<20 kW/
m2) that the composite does not ignite. For higher bs, the composite
always shows longer ignition times for Q0 below 60 kW/m2.

5.2. Inﬂuence of the thermal and thermo-oxidative kinetics

Fig. 6. Ignition times, tig, versus the cone irradiance, Q0, for PMMA (bs ¼ 150 m1), and
the PMMA/CNTs composite evaluated according to the critical surface temperature, Tc,
or the critical mass ﬂux, mc, criterion.

In order to evaluate the inﬂuence of the multi-step kinetic
mechanism B1 (air) or B2 (nitrogen), simulations have been made
for the polymer and the composite varying the intensity of the
external heat ﬂux in the range 15e100 kW/m2. To facilitate the
comparison, only the average values of the critical parameters for
ignition are considered with reference to the ranges used above, i.e.
570 K for the surface temperature and 3 g/m2s for the mass ﬂux. As
shown in Fig. 11AeB, the role played by the reaction atmosphere
depends on the ignition criterion, the external heat ﬂux intensity
and the properties of the sample (either polymer or composite). For
PMMA, when the critical surface temperature criterion is applied,
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Fig. 9AeB. Surface temperature versus time for PMMA and several bs values and
PMMA/CNTs composite for external heat ﬂuxes of 25 kW/m2 (A) and 100 kW/m2 (B)
(the range of critical surface temperatures, Tc, for ignition is indicated by the dotted
lines).

the ignition delay time is always shorter in nitrogen though the
differences tend to reduce as Q0 is increased (the ratio between the
two times decreases from about 2.4 to 1.3 for the range of heat
ﬂuxes examined). The temporal proﬁles of the surface temperature
(Fig. 12AeB) conﬁrm that, for the range of critical values, the
heating rate is always faster in nitrogen. This ﬁnding is attributable
to the reduced convective cooling [58,59] resulting from the
attainment of signiﬁcant rates of volatile release at higher temperatures compared with the thermo-oxidative conditions (see
Fig. 1). The same trend is also observed for the PMMA/CNTs samples
though the quantitative differences are highly reduced and the
dependence on the external heat ﬂux is signiﬁcantly weaker (ratios
around 1.1). It can be hypothesized that, for the composite, the
surface heating characteristics essentially depends on the formation of a charred layer and its properties which are scarcely affected
by the reaction environment. Moreover, based on the Tc criterion,
for both air and nitrogen atmosphere, the composite always ignites
ﬁrst than the pure polymer.
The ignition times for pure PMMA, evaluated according to the
critical mass ﬂux, present a more complex dependence on the reaction atmosphere, with respect to the critical surface temperature
criterion, as they are signiﬁcantly affected by the multi-step features of the decomposition kinetics. More speciﬁcally, compared
with the inert atmosphere, the predicted ignition times in air for
the polymer are shorter for very low heat ﬂuxes (up to about
22 kW/m2) and then become longer (the maximum difference,
corresponding to a factor of about 1.5, is attained for intermediate
heat ﬂuxes around 25e40 kW/m2). As shown by the temporal
proﬁles of the mass ﬂux, reported in Fig. 13AeB, the performance of
the polymer in air or nitrogen are signiﬁcantly dependent on the
relative importance of the ﬁrst, low-temperature step of the

Fig. 10AeC. Volatile mass ﬂux versus time for PMMA and several bs values and PMMA/
CNTs composite for external heat ﬂuxes of 25 kW/m2 (A), 50 kW/m2 (B) and 100 kW/
m2 (C) (the range of critical mass ﬂuxes for ignition, mc, is indicated by the dotted
lines).

thermal decomposition kinetics B2 with respect to the second
much faster step of the thermo-oxidative kinetics B1 which, apart
from the mc value, is affected by the intensity of the external heat
ﬂux. As a consequence of the change in the dominant step in the
mechanism B2, the slope for the predicted ignition times versus Q0
exhibit a sharp variation. Similar to the behavior observed for the
polymer, the predicted ignition times for the composite are shorter
in air at low heat ﬂuxes (up to about 30 kW/m2) and then become
longer (approximately by a factor around 1.3) as a consequence of
the changes in the relative importance of the low-temperature
steps in the mechanisms B1 and B2. It should also be noticed
that, independently from the reaction atmosphere, when the critical mass ﬂux criterion in employed, the ignition time of the
nanocomposite is longer than that of the parent polymer at low
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Fig. 11AeB. Ignition times, tig, versus the cone irradiance, Q0, for PMMA, and the
PMMA/CNTs composite evaluated according to the critical surface temperature
(Tc ¼ 570 K, A) or the critical mass ﬂux (mc ¼ 3 g/m2s, B) criterion using the mechanism
B1 (air) or B2 (nitrogen).

2

2

heat ﬂuxes (up to about 20 kW/m in air and 32 kW/m in
nitrogen).
Signiﬁcant differences are also observed between the ignition
times predicted by the kinetics B2 and the single step decomposition reaction of PMMA (inﬂuences of the polymerization degree for
conditions of thermal decomposition). For the both the polymer
and the composite, the single-step mechanism gives rise to longer
times when the critical mass ﬂux is used whereas the contrary
occurs for the critical surface temperature criterion (not shown in
ﬁgures). The occurrence of the decomposition process at higher
temperatures justiﬁes the former result. On the other hand, this
features is also associated with a faster rate of surface heating
consequent to reduced convective cooling [58,59], thus explaining
the shorter ignition times based on the Tc criterion. From the
quantitative point of view, for increasing values of Q0, the ignition
times for the single-step reaction are longer than those of the fourstep mechanism B2 by factors of about 4e3 and shorter by factors
of about 1.6e1.2 for the two criteria (critical mass ﬂux and surface
temperature, respectively).
5.3. Experimental validation
As already pointed out, the ignition times have been measured
in a cone calorimeter for PMMA and PMMA/CNTs samples (thickness 15 mm and CNTs content 1 wt%) that behave according to
multi-step decomposition kinetics, resulting from a high polymerization degree. Moreover, from the quantitative point of view,
the kinetic parameters are affected by the reaction environment. In
addition to the selection of the kinetics determined for oxidative
conditions,
the
comparison
between
predictions
and
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Fig. 12AeB. Surface temperature versus time for PMMA and PMMA/CNTs composite
for external heat ﬂuxes of 20 kW/m2 (A) and 60 kW/m2 (B) (the Tc value is indicated by
a dotted line), as simulated with the mechanism B1 (air) or B2 (nitrogen).

measurements also requires a motivated choice of the of the ignition criterion, given its signiﬁcant role from the quantitative point
of view. It is indubitable that the ignition temperature has been
widely applied to correlate piloted ignition times under well
deﬁned conditions though it is an empirical parameter [60]. On the
contrary, the critical mass ﬂux criterion is more physically sound
and has been reported to give the best predictions [61]. Therefore
this criterion is used for a comparison between prediction and
experiments using the average value (0.3 g/m2s) of the range provided in Ref. [47]. As shown in Fig. 14, both model and measurements indicate that the nanocomposite is more resistant to ignition
at low heat ﬂuxes (values approximately below 25 kW/m2), a
feature that is completely missed by the ignition temperature criterion. On the whole, taking into account the simpliﬁcations
introduced in the mathematical description of the problem, the
agreement between predictions and measurements is good.
Though the cone calorimeter data are usually collected for intermediate values of the irradiation (typically 50 kW/m2), another
study [62] also reports the same trend observed here. Indeed, the
ignition times are actually longer than those of the parent polymer
when the intensity of the external heat ﬂux is very low followed by
an inversion when the thermal severity of the heating process is
increased. On the other hand, it is also known that the magnitude of
the ﬁre retardancy effects of nanocomposites depends on the
external heating conditions [13].

6. Conclusions
A comprehensive solid-phase model of PMMA and PMMA/CNTs
decomposition has been coupled with empirical criteria to study
the ignition of thick samples in a cone calorimeter. As expected, the
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layer is formed, owing to the presence of carbon nanotubes, which
delays the attainment of a critical volatile mass ﬂux. Instead, for
severe heating, the faster degradation of the surface causes volatile
release rates higher than those of the in-depth heated raw polymer.
The selection of the ignition criterion (critical mass ﬂux or surface temperature) as well as the actual critical values highly affect
the predicted performances of the nanocomposite versus the
polymer. Apart from the decomposition kinetics that, as shown in
this study, depends on the speciﬁc properties of the polymer, the
radiation absorption properties of the samples are also crucial in
relation to ignitability.
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dotted line), as simulated with the mechanism B1 (air) or B2 (nitrogen).
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